1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to obtain some results in the Cesàro summability of ordinary double Dirichlet series similar to those obtained by H. Bohr 1 for the simple series. As is well known a double sequence {S mn } may tend to a finite limit as m, n-± oo 2 without S mn being a bounded function of m and n. In order to avoid difficulties in this respect and to obtain results analogous to those for simple series, the discussion will usually be restricted to bounded sequences. Let]T)^n =sl w mn be a double series of constant terms. Set The double series is said to be summable (C, f, s) with summability value 5 if S™ n r\s\/rn r n 8 -*S as m, w-><*>. It is bounded (C, r, s) if S™ n r\s\/rn r n 8 is bounded for all m and ». It is summable-bounded (C, r, 5) if it is both summable (C, r, s) and bounded (C, r, $). In case the u mn are functions of complex variables x and y similar definitions can be set up for uniform summability, uniform boundedness, and uniform summability-boundedness (C, r, s).
G. M. Merriman 3 has given the definition of summability (C, r, s) of a double series in a slightly different form. But our means differ from his only by a factor which is bounded and tends to one as m, n-> co. Consequently the two definitions are equivalent. Paris, vol. 148 (1909), pp. 75-80. 2 Throughout this paper m, n-> 00 means m and n tend to infinity simultaneously but independently.
3 Merriman, G, M., A set of necessary and sufficient conditions f or the Cesàro summability of double series, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 29 (1928), pp. 343-354. 4 Robison, G. M., Divergent double sequences and series, Transactions of this Society, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 50-73 (p. 53) .
(1) s 00 -s* -920 theorem, it is easily shown that summability-boundedness (C, r -1, s) (or (C, r, 5 -1)) implies the same (C, r, s).
In §2 of the present paper we give some general lemmas on summable series which are mostly generalizations of theorems of Bohr. These are used in §3 to deduce a number of interesting theorems on summability of ordinary double Dirichlet series. We define associated abscissas of summability-bounded (C, r, s) 
c = c(m) is a function of m defined as a positive integer f or positive integral m, and which increases monotonely with m, and let the following four conditions be
satisfied : (A) |fl*(aO| = v iy % i n domain D\ (i=l, 2, 3, • • • ); (B) £"-11 Vi(x) | converges uniformly in D\\ (C) |7mnt(y)| SK (constant) y y in domain D 2 (m, n>i =1,2,3, •••)'» (D) lim m , n -»«>ymni(y) = yi(y) uniformly in D 2 (i = l, 2, 3, • • • ).
Then F mn (x, y) is uniformly bounded for x in D\, y in D 2 for all m and n> and, as m y n-± <*>, tends uniformly to the sum of the uniformly absolutely convergent series

00
]C Vi(x)yi{y).
If the Vi and y mn i are constants, a similar lemma can be stated omitting all references to uniformity and dropping (A).
LEMMA 3. Let F mn (x, y)=E$.iVi(x)wj(y)y mn ij t where c = c(m) and d = d(n) are f unctions of m and n, respectively', like c(m) of Lemma 3,
and let the following conditions be satisfied : We may omit the proofs of these lemmas since they are analogous to those of Bohr. If the a m and j8 w are constants, a similar lemma can be stated omitting all references to uniformity and dropping (A).
LEMMA 4. Let ]Cm,n=i^mn be bounded (C, r> s) and let {a m (x)\ and {fin(y)} be sequences of f unctions of the complex variables x and y which satisfy the conditions
For simplicity of notation we shall indicate the proof of this simpler lemma. Let T™ n be formed from £)£,». i«mnttmj8n, S% n from YZ,n=iUmn. First we obtain the following relation between TZ n and 5^n: . The term for which p = r + l, q = s + l is thus seen to be bounded and to tend to a finite limit not necessarily zero as w, n-» oo. This completes the proof of the (modified) lemma.
3. Double Dirichlet series. We now make use of the lemmas of §2 to prove some theorems concerning the summability of the ordinary double Dirichlet series 00,00
X a> mn /<m*nv. Then lim™^ ce w = lim WH .oo j3 n = 0. Also, using the method of Bohr,
10
• w+i (5) is convergentbounded with sum zero. But for x = 0, y = 1 the series fails to converge for which tends to no limit as m, n-> <*>.
From Theorem 1 we deduce the existence of associated abscissas of summability-bounded (C, r, 5), that is, numbers X r , JJL 8 such that (5) is summable-bounded (C, r, 5) in the associated domains R(x) >\ r , R(y) >t J >s an d not summable-bounded (C, r, 5) in the associated domains R(x) <X r , R(y) <fji 8 .
8 2?(#) denotes the real part of x. 9 This theorem and Theorems 3 and 7 bear some resemblance to but are not the same as Theorem IV of Merriman, Concerning the summahility of double series of a certain type, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol, 28 (1927), pp. 515-533. Cf. M. Gurney, Cesâro summahility of double series, this Bulletin, vol. 38 (1932), pp. 825-827. 10 Bohr, loc. cit., Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttin-gen, pp. 248-249.
The question arises whether the series (5) has associated abscissas of summability (C, r, s) (the condition of boundedness not being imposed), that is, whether there exists a pair of numbers X/, ixl such that the series is summable (C, r, s) at all (x, y) for which R(x) >X r ', R(y)>jj,8, and is not summable (C, r, s) at any (x, y) for which R(x) <X r ', R(y) <fi s f . The answer is not in general in the affirmative. The following is an example of a series which is convergent but unbounded at x = y~0, but at all other places it fails to converge and at all places it is not summable (C, r> s) for any positive integral r and s. Let #i n = -ai n -n n (n = 1, 2, 3, 
7=1 »=3
If # = ;y = 0, these S^n are all 0, but otherwise the required limit does not exist. The evaluation of SZ n is too involved to give here, but for all r>0, s>0, all (x, 3/), S^nr\s\/m r n 8 tends to no finite limit as m f n-^so.
That such behavior is exceptional is shown by 
Leja
11 has given a similar theorem concerning the convergence of general double Dirichlet series. Our theorem may be proved by a method analogous to his. The first step is to show that if the series (5) is summable (C, r, s) 
